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‘The Golden Age/ ‘Scapin’ Display
Skillful Characterization, Spirit
BY Neil Hiller
The theatre’s tandem produc
tion of “ The Golden Age” and
Moliere’s “ ‘Scapin” was charac
terized by excellent timing and
consistently creative s t a g i n g
which made some of the drier
m aterial funny and the funny
m aterial hilarious. Credit for the
imagination and pure fun of this
production goes to W illiam Jason
Greene, guest director from the
Minnesota Theatre Company, and
a cast that conveyed a spirit of
e b u 11 i e n ce and spontaneity
throughout the performance.
The better of the two pieces
presented, “The Golden Age,”
which could have deteriorated
into a randem sampling of E liz
abethan songs and poems instead
became carefully integrated, ex
uberant and comical. Greene’s
concept of the strolling players
traveling in Europe allowed the
actors to play right to the au
dience, and indeed they did.
High point of the evening was
Jeffrev
Jones’
panegyric
on
“ Football.” Jones, who appears
awkward and gangling but has
magnificent facial, voice and
bodv control, seemed to be hav
ing a heart attack in denouncing
the “ bloody and murdering prac
tice.” His exaggerated gestures,
m inisterial garb, and dispropor
tionately serious attitude display
ed great control and deserved the
laughter and applause he re
ceived.
Other memorable moments in
“The Golden Age” included the
ballad singing and guitar play
ing of Paul Roemer and Jam es
Frv. the ensemble acting and
staging of “ Now is the Month
of M aying,” and W illiam Phil
lips’ description of “Hunting.”

M EET THE PRESID EN T
President Tarr will hold an
open discussion with any in
terested university students
on Tuesday, February 21 at
10:40 a.m. in the Riverview
Lounge. The Lawrentian urg
es all students to attend.

Staff Members
Publish Writings
Three members of the Law
rence faculty have recently had
their writings appear in publish
ed form.
A critical essay by Dr. W ar
ren Beck of the English depart
ment is included in a recent an
thology on Faulkner which has
been edited by Robert Penn War
ren in a Prentice-Hall series ti
tled “ Twentieth Century Views.”
In addition, Dr. John Alfieri,
professor of Spanish, and his
wife Dr. Graciela Andrade Al
fieri have published an article
“ El lenguaje fam iliar de Perez
Galdos ye de sus Contempor
áneos” in the scholarly journal
Hisnanofila of 1966.
“ W illiam Faulkner’s Style” Is
the title of the Beck essay. It
has already appeared in four an
thologies. two in this country,
one in translation in France and
one in translation in Italy.
The Alfierls’ article is a con
tinued study of the colloquial
language in the novels of Perez
Galdos and the use of this kind
of language by other Span.sh
writers.
Their first article on
the subject appeared in Hispan
ófila in 1964.

Alexandra
Abercrombie’s
por
trayal of “ To Bed with M irth,”
and Paul Roemer and Mark
Leonas in “ Neurosis,” also de
serve mention.
When the scene shifted bo Na
ples for the second act, the ac
tion became more frantic and
perhaps a little strained,
but
“ Scapin” succeeded for the same
reasons that made “The Golden
Age” enjoyable. Sight gags and
skillful characterization dominat
ed the second part of the pro
duction as they had the first.
Patrick O’Brien brought depth
to the character of Scapin by
conveying the idea that Moliere’s
scoundrel didn’t have pat an
swers and was thinking out his
complicated plots on his feet,
certainly no minor feat. O’Brien
was properly conniving and al
ways in precarious control of
the situation.
Again, Phillips milked every
possible laugh out of the char
acter of Octavio bv plaving him
whiny and childish, while Jones
was side-splittingly exasperated
as the pennv-pinching Gemntio
in his best scene with Maya
Duesberg as Zerbinetta the gyp
sy. Jam es Fry also bent over
backwards for his portrayal of
Argentino.,
The production was not per
fect. but most of the flaws were
negligible, and the others would
only seriously bother Stanislav
ski in view of the overwhelming
plusses of the production.
Technical director Joseph Hopfensperger’s set design provided
a colorful but undominating set
ting for the individual and en
semble achievements of the cast.
Anne Glasner’s costumes m a
terially contributed to and rein
forced the skillful characteriza
tions by the actors.

LW A Passes
Rules Change
LWA members, at their last
meeting, approved proposals con
cerning interclass living in wom
en’s dormitories next year and
the revisions in women’s hours.
M ary Ann Michael, of the Hous
ing
committee,
outlined
thg
group’s
suggestions:
seniors
would live in Kohler hall, unless
they have strong reasons for
wishing to live in Colman. The
freshmen, sophomores and ju
niors would live in an interclass
situation in the other dorms. The
freshmen would be in sections
on each floor with counselors.
Jean Gurney reported for the
committee on the revision of
hours. Under the new plan, se
niors would have no hours: if
they were going to be out after
the dorm closed, they would sign
out.
Sophomores and juniors would
have 12 o’clocks Sunday through
Thursday and 2 o’clocks
on
weekends. Freshmen would have
11
o’clocks
Sunday through
Thursday during first term; sec
ond and third term they would
have 12 o’clocks. Weekend hours
for freshmen
would be one
o’clock all year.
There will be no late minute
system next year under the pro
posal. Changes in the types of
permission for overnights were
also made.
Both proposals were sent on
to the Committee on Administra
tion for further consideration.

A L E X A N D R A A B E R C R O M B IE , Joanne Ristau, and Maya Duesberg appear tn a
scene from “The Golden Age,” directed by W illiam (¡reene of the Minnesota Theatre
Company. “The Golden Age” and "Scapin” have their final performances tonight in
Stansbury Hall.

Committee On Instruction
Considers New Study Plans

Plans Would Permit
Tkree-Year Tutorial
This week Robert M. Rosen
berg,
associate
professor
of
chemistry, discussed with the
Lawrentian the plan he has pre
sented to the Committee on In
struction for a radical new pro
gram of study at Lawrence.
Rosenberg, who was assisted
by students Tony Cruz-Uribe, Allerton Steele, and Dave Snyder
in formulating the proposal, ex
plained that if his plan is ap
proved by the committee, it will
then be presented to the faculty
for consideration.
Generally, the plan, printed be
low, would allow a limited num
ber of approved upperclassmen
to organize their own study plans
with an advisor. They would not
be subject to the usual course re
quirements nor to examinations
and grades but would engage in
a program of tutorial work, per
haps with the addition of study
in regular courses or in any
other fashion that the student’s
advisor and tutors deem valu
able.
The first purpose of the pro
gram would be to give students
more resnonsibility in planning
their academic work and to al
low them to excell in their studies
at their own rate.
The entire plan, if it is final
ly approved, will go into effect
next fall at the earliest, Rosen
berg said, and will probably in
volve no more than five to ten
students at first.
He said that similar plans at
other schools have been subsi
dized bv the Ford Foundation,
but those nlans involved placing
the students in the program prior
to thoir admission to the school.
Rosenborg said that he prefers
admitting students to the snocial
program after thev demonstrat
ed their abilities during at least
a vear of traditional studies.
The text of the proposal is as
follows:

Proposed
An experimental expansion of
the curriculum to permit select
ed students to be freed from the
traditional course requirements,
from taking exams, and from re
ceiving grades.

Purpose
To provide highly motivated
and responsible students the op
portunity to have more respon
sibility in planning the details of
their education.
To allow these students to ex
cell in their studies in time in
tervals of their own choosing.
To emphasize written and oral
facility in subject matter.
To encourage interdisciplinary
study.
To permit more rigorous ex-

a plan of studies consistent with
the aims of this university. The
advisor and student will project
a general tentative plan enum
erating the areas of study for
the coming year; they will also
decide upon specific areas for
the coming term.
It is the mutual responsibility
of the advisor and the student
to insure that the student ac
quires
an
education of
the
breadth inherent in the gerjeral
college requirements. To m ain
tain flexibility, the student and
advisor m ay modify the plan of
studies at any stage.
Before deciding his immediate
curriculum, the student must be
responsible for making arrange
ments with the appropriate tu
tors to insure that the tutor has
sufficient time to work with this
student. At any time, the stu
dent has the option of taking anv
number of formal ten week
courses, either graded or non
graded.
Upon completion of satisfac
tory work within an area of
study, the tutor will direct a writ
ten communication to the ad
visor certifving the student’s
work. In addition, the student
must keep his advisor informed
of his progress.

DR. ROBERT M. ROSENBERG
amination of the material, espe
cially that of particular interest
to the student.
To permit the student to at
tend any lecture course and—
with permission of the instruc
tor—to attend any other course.
To enable the student to vary
the pace of his studies to achieve
m axim um learning.

Program
A limited number of students
will be allowed in conjunction
with their advisors to formulate

It is necessary that the student
specialize to a degree deemed
sufficient by the d e partm en ts)
of his major. Once admitted, sub
ject to satisfactory performance,
the student could expect to com
pleto his college work in this
program.
Procedure
A committee will be chosen to
direct admission, and removal
of students from the program
and periodiraiiv review the pro
gram and renort to tho facultv
Sonhomoros. juniors, and senior*
are eligible to participate. Nom
ination bv a facultv member on
request of the student anplvlng
must be submitted one term in
advance to the admissions com
(Continued on Page 3)
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Dale Duesing
Wins Audition

Student Senate Asks Faculty
To Consider Liquor Policy
By SCOTT LEW IS
This week’s Student Senate
session reiterated the dismissal
of Bob Hartwell as a Senator,
voted to send the defeated con
trolled liquor policy directly to
the faculty, and ran through
more of the Lawrence Univer
sity Community Council consti
tution.
Snodgrass Report
When a quorum showed up,
J im Snodgrass, speaking as Poll
ing and Elections head, report
ed on the study made of Hart
well’s denouement. Mike Matheson was again selected to re
place Hartwell, 12-4.
The pro-Hartwell faction then
proceeded to object. Jim Streatcr wanted to appeal Polling and
Election’s report, but Craig H ar
ris concurred with Snodgrass.
After a lengthy attempt to find
constitutional loopholes to rein
state Hartwell, Matheson was of
ficially proclaimed a Senator.
The Stude"t-Faculty committee
on Student Affairs reported via
Harris that the controlled liquor
ptrticy was relected for three rea
sons: too difficult to administer,
not enough need for It, the dis
advantages outweigh the advant
ages. Harris would not go into
great detail on the three points,
but conceded that the committee
spent very little time considering
the policy.
Faculty Consideratimi
Streater moved to send the
pblicv directlv to the faculty.
Bradley Nickels, faculty repre
sentative to Senate, suggested
that the Senate request that the
faculty discuss whether there Is
anv chance of any type of con
trolled liquor policy, rather than
worrying about passage of the
present policy.
Streater,
following
Nickels’
suggestion, amended his motion
to ask for faculty consideration
of the present policy and if It Is
once more rejected, ask for al
ternate policies or general com-

J U S T

ments. Both the amendment and
original motion passed.
Dean Venderbush raised two
objections; he thought it wiser
that the Streater motion go the
usual committee route instead
of directly to the faculty, and
recommended that Senate post
pone sending the motion until
after the faculty were through
considering open dorms.
Claws at Plan
J im Barker, spokesman for the
I^awrence University Community
Council plan, moved to untable
the LUCC constitution so that
Senate could start clawing its
way through a few more pages
of the constitution.
The remainder of the meeting
was spent in revising the LUCC
constitution. Here are the chang
es: adding the duties and basis
of selection of a parliam entarian
and
corresponding
secretary;
adding that counselors represent
ing the freshmen in the first five
weeks of school m ust be selected
by the rest of the counselors;
adding that in case of the dis
missal of a Senator, his replace
ment will be the top runner up.
Issue Tabled
The big questions were over
seating the vice president on the
W LFM board of control and how
constituencies would be repre
sented. Steve Ponto moved to re
move the vice president from the
W LFM
board of control, and
Harris suggested the issue be
tabled until he could investigate.
The issue was tabled.
Streater, concerned over rep
resentation, moved to add "pre
viously assigned” to the living
unit constituency definition so
that constituencies won’t be as
signed after Senators were elect
ed. He also amended the con
stitution to make sure that a
Senator could run in only one
constituency election. For a fur
ther explanation on LUCC and its
constitution consult your local
Senator.

A R R I V E D !
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Dale Duesing, a senior at the
Conservatory of Music won the
Eastern Wisconsin District of the
Metropolitan Opera Auditions ear
lier this month for the second
consecutive year.
Singing arias by Massenet and
Mozart, Duesing won prizes to
taling $250, both the first award
in the contest and the Mr. and
Mrs. A. Bolz award. He won both
prizes last year as well. Duesing
will now compete in the regional
auditions held February 22 in
Minneapolis.

GENUINE M OCCASINS

On February 20, he will sing in
the finals of the WGN-Illinois Op
era Guild Auditions in Chicago.
The pupil of Mari Taniguchi
has made many concert appear
ances in this area. In December
he was a baritone soloist in the
Lawrence Choral Society’s per
formance of “ Messiah.”

N IC A N O R Z A B L E T A , world renowned harpist, will pre
sent a program of works written for his instrument next
Thursday evening in Harper Hall.

People to People to Conduct
Latin American Symposium
This year People to People will
resume its annual International
Weekend, February 23-25. The
program centers on current cul
tural and social trends in Latin
America.
To provide a general back
ground for the events of the week
end, John Alfieri, professor of
Spanish; Hugo Martines, instruc
tor in Spanish, and Joseph Whitecotton, instructor in anthropology,
will discuss “ Aspects of Latin
American Culture.”
On Friday Joaquin Barnet, ar
chitect from Cuba who has done
city planning in Mexico, will
speak at 2:30 p.m., followed at 4
by a reading of contemporary
Latin American poetry. At 8 that
evening “ Brazilia” will be the
topic of Robert Peterson, lectur
er for the American Institute of
Architects. Having traveled ex
tensively in Brazil, he will show
slides of Brazilia, the first totally
planned city since Washington.

FRO M THE DEAN OF M EN
Anyone interested in apply
ing for head counselor or one
of the assistant head counselor
positions for next year should
submit a letter of application
to the Deans' Office by F ri
day, February 24 at 10 a.m.
The applicant should explain
how he believes the freshman
m en’s
counseling
program
should function within the uni
versity and how he believes
himself to be particularly suit
ed for one of the positions.

D. C.
At 4 p.m. on Saturday, Law
rence Conservatory students will
present a recital of contemporary
Latin American composers, to in
clude Villa-Lobos, Chavez and
Ginistera. A Latin American folksing will bring the weekend to a
close at 8 p.m. Saturday.
Except for the recital, which
will be presented in Harper Hall,
all events will take place in the
Riverview
Lounge.
Receptions
will follow the panel discussion
and Peterson’s talk.

Bearded Workers
Cause Controversy
“ Beards are great,” say the
bearded food servers of Colman
Hall, but the Health Department
seems to think otherwise. Tlie
law requires women to wear
hairnets while working in a din
ing hall to prevent hair from
falling into the food, and it
seems there may be extensions
to the rule.
David C. Moore, director of
the university food service, said
in an interview this week that
the bearded ones of the Colman
serving line m ay be forced to
wear hairnets over their beards
in order to comply with the regu
lations of the Board of Health.
Spot interviews with hirsute
servers showered a solid front op
posed to any confining move in
the field of beard control.

Man-tailored classics that mean so much
to your footwear wardrobe. Wear theml
Compare theml For smart styling, for fine !
quality leathers and handsewn craftsman
ship, these genuine moccasins by Lady
Bostonian can't be beat Come see for
yourselfl

k

One Day Service
$1.25 .. SUITS
$1.25 PLAIN DRESSES
65c PLAIN SKIRTS

Grains - softies and cordovan color
Penny or Italian sizes to 12
Exclusively at

HECKERT SHOES
............... .

Clark's Cleaners
311 East College Avenue

JUST A BLOCK UP THE AVENUE

Harpist Zabaleta
To Appear Here
Nicanor Zabaleta, world fa
mous harpist, will appear at 8
p.m. Thursday, Feb. 23, in Harp
er Hall.
He will present works by J. S.
Bach, Handel, Vivaldi, Bach, J.
L. Dussek, L. Spohr, G. Taille
ferre, G. Faure, S. Prokofieff,
Granados, Albeniz, and Halffter
at
his
forthcomong
concert,
which is part of the Chamber
Music series.
Zabaleta, born in San Sebas
tian, Spain, began his musical
studies at the age of six and
gave his first public concert at
age nine in his native city.
Later, he studied in Paris with
Marcel Tournier, Eugene Cools,
and
Marcel-Samuel
Rousseau.
From Maurice Ravel he won the
praise, “ In Zabaleta, the rtist
is as great or even greater than
the harpist.”
He has played as soloist with
more than 90 symphony orches
tras, including the Berlin Phil
harmonic;
Copenhagen
Radio
State orchestra; Israel Philhar
monic, and Munich Philharmonic.
Recent United States press re
views hail Zabaleta as a “ fabu
lous harpist,” a “ precious art
ist,” and of possessing a "superb
mastery” of the instrument.
Tickets for the concert
available at the box office.

are

Phelps Will Discuss
Moessbauer Effect
The Science Colloquium pro
gram will continue next Tuesday
when Dr. Fred Phelps, assistant
professor of physics, speaks on
“ The Moessbauer Effect: An E x
tremist’s Point of View.” Coffee
will be served at 4 p.m. in Youngchild 161 and the address will be
gin at 4:30.
Phelps has been a member of
the Lawrence faculty since 1964.
He did his graduate research at
the University of Nebraska end
he has held positions at the Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois and at Trinity
College, Bristol, Connecticut.
Phelps will present a discus
sion and demonstration of the
Moessbauer Effect and its appli
cations to the theory of relativ
ity, solid state physics and chem
istry.

Jerry’s Pipe Shop
MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

Traditions Change at Annual
Senior Best-Loved Banquet
Four untraditionally dressed,
but very surprised senior girls
were named best-loved of all se
nior women at the 45th annual
Best Loved Banquet. Wednesday,
February 15, at Alex’s Manor
House in Appleton. Nora Bailey,
Linda
Buchanan,
Kathy Link,
and Char Nelson were voted this
honor by the upperclass women
of Lawrence, but were not in
formed until the banquet was
underway at 6 p.m.
This year’s Best Loved Ban
quet was quite different in ap
pearance from preceding cele
brations. The demure dress of
George and Martha Washington
and Jam es and Dolly Madison
have been replaced by the more
soohistieated attire of the Six
ties. The string trio has been
retired and with it disappeared
the “Minuet,”
the traditional
dance performed by the Best
Loved.
In the past, the four women
were notified of their selection
a few days prior to the banquet
and had shared in the closely
guarded secret. Because com
plete siirnrise was necessary this
year, their mothers were not in
vited, but the honored guests in
cluded former Best Loved wom
en he^d residents of women’s
dormitories and Lawrence Wom
en’s Association adviors.
The numerous activities and of
fices of the Best Loved women
show how much service and in
terest these girls have given to
Lawrence. Nora Bailey, a violin
m aior, who will attend the Law
rence abroad session and Boenningheim in July, is a member
of Sigma Alpha Tota, the m u
sic sorority, and has served as
social chairm an and vice presi
dent of this organization. She
has been social co-chairman of
Lawrence Women’s Association
and is now president.
Nora has participated in the
Messiah. Orchestra and Band.
Concert Choir, and Encampment.
She has served as secretarytreasurer of Sage Hall and last
year was a counselor at Colman.
Nora is a member of Mortar
Board.
Linda Buchanan’s m ajor
Is

Grinnell Committee
Wants No Hours
In a formal statement to the
Grinnell
student
senate
last
week President Glenn Leggett
announced that the Grinnell Fac
ulty Committee on Student Af
fairs had recommended to abol
ish all women’s hours.

Study Plan. . .
(Continued from Page l)
mittee.
For entrance, the following cri
teria will be considered:
1. the application form
2. faculty recommendations
3. an interview
4. m inim al grade point (1.00)

classics, and she received the
Latin
League
of
Wicsonsin
Award last year. She is a m em 
ber of Pi Beta Phi sorority and
was president of Junior Panhellenic in 1964. Linda was co-chair
man of Pep Committee and on
the Mav Day committee, and she
has participated in Band and the
Messiah.
Kathy Link is the current pres
ident of Delta G am m a sorority.
She is a piano m ajor, and has
accompanied rehearsals for Mes
siah and various operas besides
other performances in concerts.
Last year Kathy was a woman’s
counselor.
Char Nelson, a biology major,
has recently returned from a se
mester of teaching the urban
high schools in Chicago. She is
a member of Delta G am m a sor
ority and has served as secre
tary of Lawrence Wbmen’s As
sociation. Char was president of
Sage in 1964. She has been a
counselor and was selected to
ROTC Honorary Angel Flight. In
1965. Char received the Edith
Mattson Award.
At the Best Loved Banquet,
Mrs. Francis Broderick spoke
about her experience with the
Peace Corps in Ghana. Mrs.
Broderick urges the Lawrence
women to share in a sim ilar ex
perience because it is a great
opoortunity to explore another
culture, learn about yourself and
your own country.

B E S T - L O V E D S E N IO R S , 1. to r., Linda Buchanan, Nora
Bailey, Char Nelson atid Kathy Link.

SAI Pledges Nine,
Will Give Program
Sigma Alpha Iota, the women’s
professional music sorority at
Lawrence, has just added nine
pledges to its ranks as it pre
pares a musicale for presenta
tion early next month.

Phi Taus Sponsor
Discussion on Sex

The new pledges are Judy
Coxhead, Sue Detry, Chris Diedrich, Karen Druliner, Kristin
Jensen,
Diane
Kern,
Sharon
Steinert, J . J . Joiner, and Caro
lyn Schultz.

A faculty panel discussion on
various aspects of sex from birth
control to ethics will be pre
sented by Phi Kappa Tau on
Sunday, February 26, at 8 p.m.
in the Riverview Lounge.
The presentation, entitled sim
ply “Sex” will feature three pro
fessors and a doctor on the staff
of the infirmary, each of whom
will discuss issues connected
with sex.
Faculty members on the panel
will be John Stanley, W illiam
Boardman and Sumner Richman,
and Dr. Loescher of the infir
m ary staff will also be present.
John
Dreher,
professor
of
philosophy, will moderate the
panel, and a panel-audience dis
cussion will follow the presenta
tions.

Karen Hicks and Carol McFeaters have also pledged, but at
previous dates.
The sorority is sponsoring a
contemporary musicale to be
presented on Friday, March 3.
The musicale will include works
composed by faculty members
Robert Below and Andias Szentkisalyi in addition to music
written by students Steve Drews,
Sue Gillerman, Mike Fischer,
and John Hall. Edgar Turrentine, associate professor of m u
sic, will also direct choral works
by contemporary composers Pet
er Mennin, Aaron Copland, and
Zoltán Kodaly.
The program will be open to
the public.

IMPORTED
SPORTS CARS
BM C - Triumph

Sports Cycles - Yamaha
Snow Mobiles - Ski Bird
Economy Sedans - Toyota,
Volvo, Saab

Now Appleton’s Only

Complete PET and HOBBY Shop
H O B B IE S - C R A F T S
T R O P IC A L F IS H - S L O T R A C IN G

Hobby World
A world of pleasure at

(formerly Appleton Model Car)
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With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.
Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per
mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Departments.
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EATON’S CORRASABLE I
rrrtm iT tR f a k r !

Biddle Motors
Hwy. 41, Neenah

The suggested program recog
nizes our responsibility to the
increasing number of our stu
dents who are interested in learn
ing for its own sake, without re
gard to grades or socioeconomic
reasons.

Anyone can

The college president in a spe
cial address to the student sen
ate said that he and the trustees
would consider the proposal and
a decision on the matter would
be made public in the spring.
“ I have concerns about some
aspects of the proposal,” the
president said, ‘“but at the m ini
m um , I expect to take an affirm
ative attitude on the matter of
some liberalization of women’s
hours.”
Scarlet & Black, the Grinnell
student newspaper, reports that
any new policy would take effect
in the fall.

INTERNATIONAL W EEK EN D
SCHEDULE
Thursday, February 23
8:00 p.m. “ Aspects of Latin
American Culture” , discuss
ion by Alfieri, Martines and
Whitecotton;
in
Riverview
Lounge reception following.
Friday, February 24
8:30 p.m., Joaquin Barnet
from Cuba; Riverview Lounge
4:00 p.m.. Poetry reading in
Spanish and English; River
view Lounge.
8 00 p.m., “ Brazilia” , Rob
ert Peterson; in Riverview
Lounge, reception following.
Saturday. February 25
4:00 p.m.. R a d ia l:
M b
Duesing, Joan Elkins, Mary
Finnigan, Mary Lee Huber,
Jan Schmalfeldt; Harper Hall.
8:00 p.m., Folk-Sing; River
view Lounge.

If for some reason a student’s
w’ork is unsatisfactory to his ad
visor and tutors, then the stu
dent will be removed from the
program at the end of the cur
rent term. At this time an at
tempt will be made by the com
mittee to assess the student’s
achievement and assign grades
for the past term’s work.
The student will receive grades
for three term course credits of
work; as many as three sepa
rate grades may be assigned in
order to distinguish between sat
isfactory and unsatisfactory work
in each area in his program.
Previous satisfactory terms will
be recorded as passed, and not
count
in
the student’s grade
point average.
Problems
One of the difficulties encoun
tered will be in the area of gratluate school admission. Greater
reliance will have to be placed
upon recommendations of fac
ulty members who have worked
closely with these students. If
a student has a particular gradu
ate school in mind, it will be
advantageous for his advisor to
inquire whether participation in
such a program would be detri
mental to the student’s chances
of admission.
Postscript
This proposal is intended pri
m arily to promote greater intel
lectual development; it is de
signed for the student mature
enough to gain every possible
benefit such a program offers.

Only Eaton makes Corrasable!19
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

and

RIN G UP
FRANK

& PAT’S

PIZZA PALACE
815 West College Ave.

RE 4-9131

FREE DORM D ELIVERY ON TW O OR MORE
PIZZAS . . . Until 1:00 a.m.
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From the Editorial Board

The Rosenberg Plan
The Lawrentian endorses the purposes and the sub
stance of Dr. Rosenberg’s proposal, printed in this issue,
to provide a new freedom of academic endeavor for a select
group of students. The proposal will doubtlessly meet with
a number of difficulties if it is instituted; Dr. Rosenberg
has anticipated this.
Hut in the long run, we believe that the plan will add a
new zest to the area of real intellectual inquiry at L aw 
rence. W e believe that the proposal does not simply repre
sent innovation for the sake of innovation, but that it is a
truly' meaningful proposal which will contribute to m ain
taining Lawrence’s position as one of the leading liberal
arts colleges of the nation.
The plan calls for high order of maturity from those
students who will participate, if and when it is put into
effect; but we believe that if high standards of selection are
maintained, the program will help Lawrence to attract and
keep more top-ranking students.
W e urge the Committee on Instruction and the faculty
to give serious consideration to the proposal and to make
it a part of Lawrence’s academic life.
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Letters to the Editor must be typed double-spaced, kept as short as possi
ble and submitted to the Laurrentian office no later than 7 p.m. Wednesday evening. A ll letters thus submitted and neither libelous nor in bad
taste ivill receive publication. The Lawrentian reserves the right to make
stylistic changes atid to excerpt in order to facilitate printing, without
changing editorial content. All letters must be signed but names may be
withheld from publication for sxifficient cause.
SAVED FRO M PROGRESS
To the Editor:
I would like to take this op
portunity to commend the Stu
dent Faculty Committee on Stu
dent Affairs for their decision on
“The Controlled Liquor Policy”
proposal which was sent to them
five weeks ago by the Student
Senate.
This proposal was a radical at
tempt by a few wild-eyed ideal
ists in Student Senate to increase
the number of informal social
events in the dormitories.
They wanted to accomplish this
by allowing alcoholic beverages
to be served there on specified
occasions. The drafters of the
proposal were trying to put some
thing over on the school.
They tried to lure people into
backing it by including it in a
year’s probationary period and
by giving each living unit the
option to accept or reject its use.
They thought this made it worth
trying. Can you imagine?
The Student Faculty Committee,
however, was not misled as Stu
dent Senate was. After twenty
whole minutes of deliberation
came a lop-sided vote of disap
proval. Their reasons were very
impressive and I am happy to
say I can include all of them
here.
There
would
be
increased
rowdiness; it would be impossible
to enforce; and there is not en
ough need for it. What more need
they say after listing such ex

plicit and well-thought-out points?
Thanks again, Stu-Fac Commit
tee, for saving our university from
progress.
J IM BARKER

IM PLEM ENT ING PASS-FAIL
To the Editor:
I submit the following proposal
for consideration by students and
faculty: “ Any junior or senior
9hould be given the option to take
all his courses with the exception
of those in his m ajor on a passfail basis. To reduce the occur
rence of mediocre work, the stu
dent must achieve a m inim um of
C in order to pass.”
This proposal seeks the partial
elimination of grade orientation
and a maximization of experimen
tation in course selection which
our current structure lacks.
The present situation permits
only a limited experimentation on
the pass-fail program. In adoition, the m inim um standard of
a D far too often encourages
students to work below their po
tentials.
More importantly grades are
not essential to learning. Tliey
m ay act as a spur and serve as
a gauge of progress. Some stu
dents have found this invaluable
and often necessary especially in
their m ajor field. Many other
Lawrentians h a v e discovered,
however, that a discrete and not
totally objective system of evalu
ating learning m ay also function

negatively, undermining their mo
tivation and aims.
Essentially, emphasis on grades
(which is unavoidable) obscures
the value of the classroom, which
is a tool for learning and not an
end. I submit that many stu
dents rightfully feel that, unless
they attend lectures and repeat
on examinations exactly the m a
terial presented by the teacher,
they will be penalized by the
grades they receive.
This proposal would be a step
toward a more flexible method
of assessing student efforts in
learning rather than forced stu
dent participation.
TONY CRUZ-URIBE

T wo Seniors
W ill Perform
Organist John Hall, a senior
in the Conservatory of Music,
will be heard in recital at 8 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 19, in the Chapel.
Music on his program includes
settings of the chorale, "E in
feste Burg,” by Michael Praetorius, Johann Walther and Hel
mut Walcha; Concerto in D m i
nor, Vivaldi-Bach; Adagio and
Allegro in F (K.595), by Mozart;
Prelude and Fugue on B-A-C-H,
by Liszt; Fugue No. 3, in G m in
or on B-A-C-H, by Schumann;
and Toccata, from the Suite for
Organ, by Maurice Duruflé.
Next week, Madelin Menten,
violinist, will give her senior re
cital accompanied by Jeanette
Joiner and assisted by the Brass
Ensemble. The recital in Harp
er Hall Friday afternoon at 2:30
will feature the Sonata in A M a
jor by Handel as well as works
by William Bergsma, Ulyssses
Kay and Felix Mendelssohn.

STUDENTS
Use Our COMPLETE Facilities
W ALK-UP TELLER SERVICE
9 a.m. - 10 a.m.

3 p.m. - 5 pm.

Member F D.I.C.

AS A r u B L I C S E R V IC E , the Lawrentian reprints this photograph of the caninus in
warmer, happier times. In spite of all rumors to the contrary, the Lawrentian <tJff f j f
omers assure us that the earth is indeed approaching the vernal equinox and that ¿Hz’
zard conditions w ill not remain through August.
bilz-

CONKEYS ANNUAL BOOK SALE
Starting Monday, February 20 - 28
W H A T ’S F O R S A L E ?
Reference Books, Dictionaries, Fiction, Non-Fiction, Histories, Techni
cal Hooks, Lncyclopedia Sets, Bibles, Textbooks, Pictorial Books, Art Books,
Children’s Books, Books 011 Music - Mystery - Religion - Drama, and a tre
mendous supply of oustanding quality paper bound books.
This is your opportunity to restock your personal book-shelves as well as
to extend your Library Budget. Each book is a quality book!
Stock will be added to our tables each day, so plan to visit us often during
this sale.
1 1

CONKEY S BOOK STORE

Toward The Lawrence
Renaissance: IV

THE

Appleton and McCarthy

P E R S O N A L IT IE S

IN V O L V E D

By T O N Y C R U Z - U R IB E

By A L L E R T O N S T E E L E
Dr. Rosenberg has introduced
to the Committee on Instruction
a plan which would completely
renovate the present academic
system at Lawrence and which
deserves the careful attention of
everyone involved with the uni
versity.
A general outline of his pro
posal can be found elsewhere in
this paper. I would like to enum
erate here what I think are the
most prominent advantages of
it.
The foremost feature of the
program is the large amount of
independence a student would
have and the new responsibility
placed on him. Hopefully these
factors would encourage more
productive use of his years in
college and stimulate his imagin
ation and creative abilities.
Though his work would be sub
ject to review by those faculty
with whom he is working, it
would be up to the student alone
to ensure that he is truly profit
ing from his work.
Also very important, grades
and tests would be eliminated. A
student would thus be freed from
pressures which restrict him an3
can even cause loss of interest
in his work.
Further he is not confined to
a particular schedule for the
duration of a term but m ay ex
tend his work to any practical
number of classes and even out
side the realm of official course
offerings. This enables him to
obtain from a class that infor
mation relevant to his line of
study without necessitating his
taking it in its entirety.
Thus a greater degree of spe
cialization would be possible, but
at the same time a greater de

This is not to say that deteri
oration into dilettanteism should
occur, allowing students to go
from subject to subject too often,
never becoming deeply engaged
in any of them. The system of
advisors which the program in
corporates should prevent
his
problem, even if it is not self
correctable simply by virtue of
the seriousness of purpose of the
students.

In this article we shall exam
ine the attitudes prevalent in
Appleton during the McCarthy
decade. The perspective of those
I interviewed was varied. Most
McCarthy supporters quickly re
vealed their political naivete,
reasoning from an unbelievably
narrow point of view. In addi
tion, much of his opposition stem
med from people who allowed
personal hatred rather than the
use of a knowledge of foreign
affairs and communism
as a
basis for attacking him.
Virtually everyone I spoke with
requested that I not mention his
name in print. A variety of ex
cuses were employed in an at
tempt to disguise the fear (some
what well-founded) of Losing pub
lic respect. I should emphasize
that my sample was not represen
tative.
A large percentage of those

However, I do think it a great
advantage to a student to be
able to follow his interests rather
than to have to follow a course
schedule.

| PLACEMENT CALENDAR ||

gree of broadening of one’s field
of concentration would be fa
cilitated.
Even in something as serious
as education, there is always
room for a certain amount of ca
priciousness. One should as often
as feasible do what one wants,
but at present it is not expedi
ent, for example, to take up eco
nomics in the middle of a chem
istry course.

Programs of this sort exist in
some European schools and on
a very limited basis in this coun
try, for example at Yale. The in
stitution of such a program here
would give Lawrence a virtually
unique position among universi
ties in the United States.
In addition to the benefits in
dividual students would receive,
the university as a whole should
profit from the proposed change,
since it should greatly improve
the quality of the student body.
In next week’s column I will
continue discussion of this same
subject by going into more spe
cific details of the program and
its implementation.

For the B E S T B U Y S in S C H O O L S U P P L IE S , A R T
and D R A F T IN G M A T E R IA L S

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Inc.
209 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wisconsin

Monday, February 20—
Bankers Life and Casualty
Company
Northwestern Mutual Life In 
surance Company
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Aetna Casualty and Surety
Company
Westinghouse Electric Corpora
tion
Employers Mutual
Wednesday, February 22Green Giant Company
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Denver, Colorado Schools
Northlake, Illinois Mannheim
Schools
Traveler's Insurance
Friday, February 24—
Consolidate© Paper Company
Lever Brothers
Tatham Laird and Kudner —
Advertising
Wisconsin Bureau of Personnel

LAWRENTIANS

Men s Suits or Women’s Dresses (plain)

$110

These prices are S T U D E N T S P E C IA L S applying only to Lawrentians at
student rates for February 18 thru March 4, 1967

Bring in your Laundry, to o ...................... 5 lbs. for 99c
Shirts included in H L S are finished for only 24c (cash and carry only

Peerless-Uneeda Landerers and Dry Cleaners
307 East College Avenue

215 W . College Avenue

Appleton, Wisconsin

One Stop Shop for all your Sewing Needs
The largest, most beautiful and best stocked fabric store in town. W e carry
a complete assortment of Cottons, Rayons, Synthetics, Prints, Woolens, etc.
O ur N O T IO N D E P A R T M E N T will supply all your needs for sewing
P A T T E R N S : McCalls, Simplicity and Butterick
S A T IS F A C T IO N G U A R A N T E E D O R Y O U R M O N E Y B A C K

spoken with are or were involved
in varying degrees in political,
economic, or social roles in the
community. I was not too sur
prised to discover that only a
few of the people spoken with
were completely honest.
To begin, Joe McCarthy “was
a good-for-nothing-son-of-a-bitch.”
These were the speaker’s ini
tial words. Without taking an
other breath he admonished,
“ Why don’t you forget it and
work on something better. He’s
not worth mentioning.”
Several lawyers stated—as a
result of personal contact with
McCarthy
in
court—that
his
judgeship was purely a political
stepping stone. This feeling was
generally felt by those who knew
him. Another lawyer believed
that Joe had most of the people
fooled; indeed, few realized that
it was a "witchhunt.”
Most people at cocktail parties
and social gatherings, if pressed,
said they were for him, but
their sincerity was questionable.
In any large group when McCar
thy’s name was mentioned “ peo
ple clammed up.”
Over half of those opposed to
McCarthy remarked that he was
“ attacking something that should
be attacked,” but his “ methods
were out of line.” Communism
existed in their minds as an
ubiquitous threat — to be dealt
with, however, by orthodox and
respected methods.
Unfortunately the view of a
former economics professor at
Lawrence College that “McCar
thy didn’t know a thing about
Communism” could be applied to
many of these people who includ
ed individuals in positions one
would assume demanded the
need for a modicum of percep
tion and perspective.
The little that comprised the
Democratic party in
the late
forties and early fifties fought
McCarthy. For a while even
“Citizens for Eisenhower” op
posed him. Much like Ike, the
opposition of this organization
wilted when McCarthy was at
his height—to be continued only
by some of its members indi
vidually.
Inquiry into the position of the
Appleton churches showed sup
port by the Roman Catholics for
McCarthy’s fight against Com
munism.
Notably,
McCarthy’s
methods were ignored. Of inter
est were several incidents in
which anti-McCarthyites walked
out of church in the midst of a
particularly
objectionable
proMcCarthy sermon.
It seems these churches deem
ed it necessary to support a
hometown Irish Catholic in spite
of his questionable actions.
Nevertheless, there was a criti
cal Methodist minister who from
the pulpit and through personal
contact
successfully convinced
much of his congregation of his
views. This dichotomy of views
from the churches surely added
to the unease of the period.
People who became acquaint
ed with McCarthy prior to and
during his term as circuit court
judge disliked his behavior, call
ing it “ irresponsible and im m a
ture.”
And, in fact, McCarthy did be
come stone drunk on occasions.
(A Milwaukee stripper claims
that McCarthy lived with her be
fore his judgeship.)
Many well-to-do and successful
businessmen expressed their dis
dain for McCarthy.
They re
acted strongly to the bitter con
tempt McCarthy held of those of
a social status inferior to his.
Lawrence College incurred the
disfavor (and the admiration) of
many Appletonians when Nathan
Pusey lent his name to a book

let condemning McCarthy — an
act for which Pusey suffered Mc
Carthy’s wrath when Pusey as
sumed the presidency of Har
vard.
There appeared in the PostCrescent around 15)54 a full-page
advertisement with the signa
tures (many without consent of
persons) denouncing McCarthy.
Perhaps one could say that this
advertisement was a highlight of
the infrequently expressed antiMcCarthy sentiment.
The
extreme
McCarthyites
were an interesting lot. I dis
covered among those remaining
today individuals still firmly con
vinced that McCarthy’s “ m ur
der” was “ the work of the Com
munist party.”
Openly admitted was a distaste
for the intellect. Like McCarthy,
their reasoning was limited to
brusque direct statements with
a theme and content similar in
tone to a John Birch Society
propaganda manual.
The majority o|>enly in favor
of McCarthy thought that Amer
ica had been soft on Commun
ism too long. “ It was the only
way it could I k * done” or “ he
alerted the people” to the men
ace of Communism typified their
comments. Many disapproved of
McCarthy’s conduct but felt that
the ends justified it.
Interestingly enough, up until
the time of McCarthy’s disas
trous television appearances, Mc
Carthyites always referred to
themselves as comprising the
vast majority of the community.
Evidence of their emotional in
volvement
was
shown
quite
clearly when McCarthy died May
2. 1957. Mourners stood in line
all night for the opportunity to
pass by his casket. The funeral
and its preparation was an elab
orate affair lasting days.
Even today a crowd (30 to 40)
gathers every year on May 2 at
St. M ary’s cemetery. At these
times the American flag littered
grave of their hero is honored.
As far as I could ascertain,
about a third of the people in
attendance are from the vicinity
of Appleton, the rest driving up
from Oshkosh and Milwaukee.
The claim that everyone was
either for or against McCarthy
must be qualified. Many residents
of Appleton cared very little,
(politics being of little interest
to them) usually giving tacit sup
port only because McCarthy was
a local boy.
The position of the Appleton
Post-Crescent was difficult to
pin down. Editorials appeared
approving and scorning McCar
thy. From outward appearances
the paper was attempting to sit
on the fence.
On the whole, relatively few
editorials
appeared
discussing
McCarthy although news cover
age was greater. The Post-Cres
cent did rebuff him after his at
tack on Nathan Pusey.
But not until after the Senate
passed its censure resolution in
late 1954 did the newspaper take
a much stronger stand.
In summary, Appleton was not
overtly excited concerning Mc
Carthy. To avoid introducing his
name into conversations was con
sidered wise. His strong propon
ents and opponents found them
selves not attending as m any
cocktail parties.
On the surface it was quiet al
though uneasy. The number of
disrupting incidents was not im 
pressive. Today the general atti
tude is one of “ let’s leave Joe
buried.”
The last article in this series
will briefly analyze some of the
causes for the beliefs and atti
tudes today and during the M c
Carthy era.

Candidates Platforms For L WA Officers
Virginia Silver

I, Virginia Silver, do hereby
submit my platform for presi
dent of Lawrence Women’s As
sociation. Because of my activ
ities—Student Senate represen
tative, president of Alsted House,
Honor Council, Executive Board
of LW/V and the LWA housing
committee, I think I am quali
fied to assume the position of
president of the LWA, which re
quires a knowledge and under
standing of student organizations.
Perhaps the most significant
qualification
is m v conviction
that the role of LWA is expand
ing and growing in importance.
That is, LWA is now activating its
potential as a meaningful co-ordinating body of all women on
campus. An explanation of this
current trend is evidenced in
programs initiated this year as
well as suggestions I have to
continue this movement.
LWA previous to this year has
existed as little else than a mech
anism to enforce women’s rules
and continue numerous social ac
tivities (Best Loved, May Day.
Wassail Hour) without question
ing the efficacy of these pro
grams. A survey taken this year
revealed that there is little in
terest and even less support and
participation in these programs.
LWA. therefore, must evaluate
the programs and assume a more
creative role as a purposeful or
ganization for all Lawrence wom
en.
Proposals are now being re
viewed by the Committee on Ad
ministration for rule revisions
and a revision in housing arrange
ments exemplify the efforts of
LWA to initiate new programs
serving the interests of Law
rence women and thus improving
the function of the organization.
To continue this trend of improv
ing living arrangements, I will
establish a committee to invest
igate, evaluate and make sugges
tions on the counseling system—
the selection of counselors as well
as the counseling duties.
If the proposed revisions should
be approved. LWA will have the
opportunity to elevate the exper
ience of dormitory living. Inter
class living for freshmen, sopho
mores and juniors and a senior
dormitory afford the possibility
for numerous programs which
could arouse all women’s interest
and support. For example, I
would like to re-allocate the time,
money and energy spent on the
criticized social activities (May
Day, etc.) to conferences, speak
ers and forums on issues perti
nent to women in college.
As president of LWA I would
work closely with the president of
the senior dormitory to initiate
programs related to major fields
of study, faculty-student discus
sions,
careers and
marriage.
These programs could be modi
fied and extended to all living
units.
Furthermore, I recognize a pos
sibility for maxim izing the effi
cacy of the annual Religion in
Life and Academic Aims confer
ences by establishing committees
in LWA to work with the respec
tive committees not only to pub
licize the conferences and thus
increase participation, but also to
use these conferences as focal
}K)ints to generate related discus
sions in the living units.
This suggestion indicates an
other idea. The president of LWA
is a m em ber of the Executive
Board of Student Senate; I would
like to use this channel as an op
portunity to work more closely
with Student Senate in numerous
aspects.
The previously mentioned con
junction with conferences is one
area. Other areas would extend

our proposal committees to cam 
pus-wide investigation; for ex
ample, through SS we would
work with the men on evaluating
the counseling system and living
arrangements.

In a conference with other
schools in the Mid-West confer
ence and in soliciting opinions, it
is found that such programs are
workable. These suggestions jus
tify my conviction that the role
of LWA is expanding to make it
a more interesting and purpose
ful organization for all women on
campus. As president of LWA, I
will strive to achieve these goals.
With this pledge, I submit my
candidacy for president to you
Lawrence women.

Mary Ann Michael
I, Mary Ann Michael, am run
ning for president of the Law
rence Women’s Association. I am
taking this opportunity to express
m y views on what a Women’s As
sociation can and should do and
what I would do in my capacity
as president.
First, I would continue the redirectioning of the objectives of
the Women’s Association. My in
terest in this re-direction this
year has focused on the new hous
ing proposal. I was chairman of
the Housing
Committee a n d
should tiie proposal for inter-class
living and a senior dorm be ap
proved, the system will need a
great deal of steering to work.
We have discovered several prob
lems inherent in the system; I
would like to work closely with
the dormitory presidents to spot
the problems as they arise and
to help find some solutions.
I would like to see the dorm i
tory living situation made into a
dynamic experience. A dormitory
should not be just a place to go
from the library and the Union.
Using the organization of repre
sentatives on each floor for the
Women’s Association, I would
like to make the dormitories an
integral part of the activities of
the Lawrence community.
There are certain programs
which are especially applicable
for women students. For exam
ple, I would like to hold a M ar
riage and Women’s Career con
ference and a Sex Seminar. A
speaker could give the presenta
tion in the lounge of each dorm 
itory; then, the group could div
ide for informal discussions on
each floor, with a qualified lead
er.
The object of such an arrange
ment is to let the girls discuss
the important questions at hand
with their closest peers, those
with whom they live.
Secondly, I would like to see
the Lawrence Women’s Associa
tion operate more efficiently with
in the context of the other things
happening on campus. Specific
ally,
the organization
should
work more closely with the Stu
dent Senate. I have worked in
the past on the Student Senate
and have gone to Encampment for
two years. Last year I worked
on the Steering Board for E n 
campment.
Certain
issues have b e e n
brought to my attention through
these activities which I feel could
be handled through the Women’s
Association. For example, in
formation relevant to a discuss
ion on the counseling system and
campus rules or the problems
and benefits of interclass living
could be relayed to the Student
Senate through the Women’s As
sociation.
The Women's Association has
representatives for each group of
women on campus; the other
groups on campus could benefit
from its channels of communi

cation either in eliciting opinions
or distributing publicity. At the
same time, the Women’s Asso
ciation could benefit from in
formation from the committees
of the Student Senate, in particu
lar from the Speakers committee
on possible speakers for women’s
functions and from the Prospec
tive Stuoent Committee on opin
ions of prospective students on
rules and living arrangements.

I view the work of the Law
rence Women's Association as
experimental and not static. E va
luations of counseling systems,
rule systems, and housing sys
tems should go on all the time.
There is no reason, for example,
why the Women’s Association
should perpetuate social tradi
tions and speakers programs
about which there is general dis
satisfaction among the women
students.
If the old traditions are not call
ed for, they are not worth the ef
fort in giving them, and we need
to try a new approach. We must
use the facilities of an organized,
representational body to find out
what the women want, and we
try the new ioea for a year or so.
If we no not experiment with new
ideas and programs in college,
when will we learn to experiment
at all?
Several women on campus have
spent valuable time in the past
working for the Women’s Asso
ciation. More will be using their
time in this way next year. In
fact, in m aking LWA really
work, this work can be the most
exciting thing on campus next
year. This time can not be wast
ed time or time stolen from other
activities. I would like to make
LWA operate so that it signifi
cantly adds to the college exper
ience of the women. I ask you
to give me a chance to try.

Jean Gurney
I find myself in an odd posi
tion. Since I am running for vicepresident of Lawrence Women’s
Association, I must write a plat
form.
A
platform
normally
serves as a means of persuad
ing people to vote for the candi
date who has written it. In this
case, however, the reader has
no choice; I am the only can
didate on the slate.
No matter what I have done or
promise to do in the future, LWA
is going to have Jean Gurney
for its vice-president. The situ
ation
makes me think that it
would be wiser for me to attempt
somehow to reassure Lawrence
women that
the seniors who
nominated me did not make a
drastic mistake in their choice.
The basic function of the LWA
vice-president is to serve as head
of the Women’s Judicial Board,
he head of Women’s J-Board has
two duties, to
conduct
cases
which come before J-Board and
to work with the Dean of W om
en and J-Board in reviewing and
revising women’s rules. I have
had experience in both of these
capacities.
As head protocr of Washing
ton House for the past two years,
I have automatically held a po
sition on Women’s J-Board. As
chairman of the LWA Rules Re
vision Committee this year, I
have had the opportunity to work
with Miss Morton and m y com
mittee in m aking a proposal for
radical revisions in women’s
rules. For those who are inter
ested, the proposal now sits in
the lap of the Committee on Ad
ministration, waiting for consid
eration. So much for qualifica
tions.
As for promises for the fu
ture, I wish only to make a plea
to all Lawrence women on be

half of Women’s J-Board. Ogres
do
not
compose Women’s JBoard; students do.
Although
we may look foreboding enough,
we are nothing to fear. We do
not concern ourselves primarily
with meting out punishment. We
do not hold celebrations in pro
portion to the number of week
end campuses given.
Actually, when a girl breaks
a rule significant enough to w ar
rant bringing the case before
J-Board, it is a sad thing, for
it seldom points to a problem in
the girl herself; rather, it most
often exposes a problem within
the system, an outdated rule or
a policy which insults the m a
turity of Lawrence women. Each
case which appears before Wom
en’s J-Board reminds those who
must judge their fellow students
that they m ay have shirked their
half of the responsibility. Law
rence women must be respon
sible to the rules; Women’s JBoard is responsible in great
part for those rules.
If Lawrence women find they
cannot obey the rules, the diffi
culty m ay well lie not in the
women but in the rules: and in
that case. Women’s J-Board is at
fault. As vice-president of LWA
and head of Women’s Judicial
Board, I will do m y best to rec
tify any glaring errors in the
system of women’s rules in the
hope that Women’s J-Board will
not need to convene at all this
next year. May I enlist your aid?

Plant Directors
To Hold Meeting
The physical plant directors of
the schools comprising the Asso
ciated Colleges of the Midwest
will hold their second annual
meeting on the Lawrence cam
pus February 23 and 24. Jack
Manwell, director of the physical
plant at Lawrence, is president
of the group.
Other officers are Elmer C.
Johnson of Knox, vice-president;
and Eugene Slack of Coe Col
lege, secretary-treasurer.
Marwin 0. Wrolstad, business
manager at Lawrence, will speak
during the meeting on the F air
Labor Standards Act.
Presi
dent Curtis W. Tarr will welcome
the group as it convenes at the
Music-Drama Center.
Among those attending will be
Larry Cunning, Beloit; Eugene
C. Slack and Richard Abshire of
Coe; Cecil J. Thomas of Cor
nell; Evan H. Walden of Grinnell; E lm er C. Johnson of Knox;
R. L. Winkler and Paul Bunn of
Monmouth; Ken Cartier and Don
Lueptow of Ripon.

...

LWA ELECTIONS
To the Editor:
I ’d like to call your individual
attention to the LWA platforms
printed in this week’s Lawrentian.
Like most campus organizations,
the Lawrence Women’s Associa
tion is in the process of electing
officers for the remainder of the
1967 and half of the 1968 school
year.
A slate committee comprised
of the seniors on LWA met sev
eral times last month to prepare
a slate for presentation to and
approval of the LWA Council.
This was obtained at the Febru
ary 1 meeting and the final slate
is as follows:
President: Mary Ann Michael,
Ginny Silver
•Vice President:

Jean Gurney

Secretary: Margie Devlin
Mary Jo Howard
Treasurer: Sue Buesing
Mary Jean Vaubel
Social Chm.: Judy Halgren
Lisa Nock
(•The Vice-Presidential candi
dates must have Women’s Ju d i
cial Board experience, as Veep
is chairman of Women’s J-Board.
This year there is only one qual
ified candidate.)
The appearance of platforms
for the top two offices is a re
cent and much needed innova
tion instituted by the Council. I
urge the Lawrence women to
read the platforms carefully and
act upon them.
The other offices are to be fill
ed by candidates who are not only
able to handle their respective
duties capably, but who bring pro
gressive ideas and constructive
leadership to the Lawrence wom
en. Voting will be in the lunch
lines on Monday, February 20.
Please exercise your democratic
prerogative.
Lastly, I ’d like to extend an
invitation to each member of the
Lawrence community to attend
the Installation of Officers on
Wednesday, February 22 at 6:45
in the Colman Lounge. Take it
from one who has experienced it,
it’s no fun accepting such respon
sibility in the face of stark, un
mitigated indifference.
Leadership is a two way street
and can only be effective if the
electorate selects quality, makes
its desires known, and in some
measure supports the elected.
The task of maintaining the for
ward direction of LWA is not en
tirely that of the officers. I hope
to see you at the Installation.
Thank you.
NORA BA ILEY
President of LWA

o

WIN

your Favorite Columbia L.P.s and
Columbia Singles
in Our G R E A T

RECORDDRAWING 1

I otal of 15 L.P.s and 15 singles awarded to 3 winners!
Not a contest . . . nothing to buy

(and while you re in, check over the fine selection of
N E W L E V IS at

417 W est College
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NOTES FRO M T H E LEFT

Black Power
By B U D W A L S H
"Notes from the Left“ is intended to be a free forum for liberalleftist views. It does not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
editorial board of the Laivrentian. Anyone wishing to contribute to the
column should contact David Chambers, East House, or Bud Walsh,
Trever.
Black Power is the only con
ceivable hope for a meaningful
integration of the increasingly
impoverished b u t decreasingly
impotent black masses into the
decision - making machinery of
America. And that is what, pre
cisely what, the cry for black
power means.
It is not a call for ghetto an
archy. It is not a plea for ter
rorist violence. It is not racism
in reverse and to suggest that it
is reveals either a thinly disguis
ed racial prejudice or else a
m ind steeped in the self-perpe
tuated blissful ignorance that is
best achieved by reading TIM E—
and nothing else.
The basic principle behind the
rallying cry is quite simple and
indeed, a truism: the Negroes’
ability to participate in the po
litical processes of decision-making is dependent on his ability to
form meaningful coalitions with
other groups, thus providing him
with a broad basis from which to
affect government policy. This
the Negro has never been able
to do.
The civil rights movement of
the early sixties, paradoxically
enough, illustrates this. There was
no such coalition in the move
ment at that time, and thus there
was no Negro participation in
shaping the decisions that even
tually became law.
Without a power basis of his
own the Negro was forced to rely
on the charity of the liberal power-structure, on white students,
on the bourgeois Uncle-Tomism
of the NAACP (white controlled),
and these were the groups that
shared in the determination of
the ends of the movement.
To the extent that he was still
excluded from the decision m ak
ing process, the civil rights move
ment did little to alleviate the
psychological castration at the
root of and perpetuating condition
for his economic squalor.

But the days when his half
way participation in our chromium-and-plastic wonderland was
predicated on his being properly
ashamed of his color and back
ground are ending.
When Malcolm X repudiated
Black Muslimism and its doc
trine of hate, yet still refused to
deny that he was a Black Man
and proud of it (and when he
died for these beliefs), the Black
Man suadenly discovered that
like the Irishman, the Italian, the
Englishman, and the Jew, his too
was a proud heritage.
He gained, in short, the begin
nings of the sense of political
identity that is indispensible to
democratic participation.
The Negro’s democratic parti
cipation, however, is in itself en
ough of a threat to many people
in our society. Directly or indi
rectly we all reap the benefits of
his exploited labor on Mississippi
Delta plantations, in big city
ghettos, and on tenant farms
throughout the South.
And so it is not only the red
necked bigots like J im Clark who
resort to such tactics as rigging
elections, beating, mutilating, and
murdering Freedom workers in
Lowndes County, Ala., in Chi
cago, in Selma, and in New York.
And it should not be surprising
that SNCC was accused in ban
ner headlines of instigating the
Atlanta riots of last summer, but
when the white man actually re
sponsible for the riot was con
victed of murder for the shoot
ing that did in fact spark it,
the news was buried on page 18
of the Milwaukee Sentinel.
When your brother becomes an
adult, he doesn’t ask for your
help any more. And if you offer
he’ll probably refuse it. And if
you are an adult, you will feel
kind of proud of him. Respectful,
even. And he has a right to de
m and that.

LITTLE MAKI ON CAMPUS
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Calendar ♦

Saturday, February 18—
Lawrence Invitational Wrestling
Meet, 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
Alexander Gym
Swimming Stevens Point, 1:30
p.m. Alexander Gym
North and East House, Read
ings 4 pm., the Union
“ The Golden Age” and “Scapin,” Stansbury, 8 pm.
Sunday, February 19—
Film
Classics,
“The FortyFirst,” 2 and 7:30 p.m.,
Stansbury
DG-Figi Pancake Supper, 5-7
p.m., Figi house
Senior recital, John Hall, or
ganist, 8 p .m . the Chapel
Tuesday, February 12—
Science colloquium, Fred Phelps
on “ The Moessbauer Effect;
An Extremist’s Point of View”
4:30 p.m., Youngchild 161
Student Senate campaign
speeches, 8 p.m., the Union
Wednesday, February 22—
LWA Installation of Officers,
6:45 p.m., Colman
Lecture. Prof. Robert Kingdon
on “Opportunities for Techni
cal Research in History,” 8
p.m., the Union
Thursday, February 23—
Great Decisions Luncheon, Prof
John Plumm er in “Vietnam:
What Price Peace?” , 12 noon,

YMCA

People to People International
Weekend panel discussion on
contemporary Latin America,
8 p.m., the Union
Chamber Music Series, Nicanor
Zabaleta, harpist, 8 p.m., Har
per
Friday, February 24—
International Weekend contin
ues, 2 p.m. and 7 p.m., the
Union
Senior Recital, Madeline Menten, violinist, 2:30 p.m., Har
per
Wrestling, Beloit, 4 p.m., Alex
ander Gym
One-act Play, “The Caine Mu
tiny Court-martial,” 7 p.m.,
Experimental Theatre
Theta and Delt Pledge Formal,
the Terrace Inn
Saturday, February 25—
North and East House Readings,
4 p.m., the Union
Basketball, Ripon, 6 p.m., Alex
ander Gym
One-act Play, “The Caine Mu
tiny Court-martial,” 7 p.m.,
Experimental Theatre
.P etition s
for the faculty
course and evaluation guide
committee should be submitted
to Mark Catron, Trever or
Mark Bruzonsky, Phi Gamm a
Delta by midnight, February
23.

ft Features
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Student-Led Performances
Con tinueTh rough out Term
By N E IL H ILLE R
“ The Caine Mutiny Court Mar
tial,” directed by Ed Logelin, is
the next presentation in the
series of student-directed produc
tions. Herman Wouk’s dramatic
adaptation of the trial proceed
ings from his Pulitzer Prize novel
“ The Caine Mutiny” will be pre
sented at 7 p.m. next Friday
and Saturday, February 24-25.
Article 184 of Navy Regula
tions provides for the exigency
that an officer be relieved of his
command, but Article 186 warns
"A n officer relieving his com
manding officer . . . must bear
the legitimate responsibility for,
and must be prepared to justify,
such action.” This is the story
of
“The Caine Mutiny Court
M artial."
During a typhoon the now fa
mous marble-coddling Command
er Queeg is relieved by his ex
ecutive, Lt. Maryk, who must de
fend his action in the subsequent
court m artial. Not only regula
tions. but naval tradition and
even his own lawyer, I/t. Greenwald, seem to be against Maryk.
Ultimately, Wauk’s play be
comes a struggle between Queeg,
the plausible paranoid complete
ly incapable of admitting he is
wrong, backed by the officers
of the court, and a lawyer who
doesn’t believe his client should
be on trial and must in effect
prosecute a sick officer with
whom he sympathizes.
Like Queeg. Shylock is a char
acter who is often allowed to
over-shadow his play beciause
he is so fascinating in himself.
The resultant obscurity of the
play’s meaning is avoided by a
skillful and moving portrayal of

Shylock by Boris Tumarin in the
current
Milwaukee
Repertory
Theatre production of Shake
speare’s “ Merchant of Venice."
The play, which had been
drawing mere 97 per cent of
capacity audiences was com
pletely sold out for the rest of
the run as of Tuesday. As a
result, the last day to make res
ervations and pay for any of the
block of tickets reserved for
Lawrence students by the Eng
lish and theatre departments is
Monday. The trip will be Sunday
evening. March 5. dost for the
bus and tickets is $4,75. Reser
vations can be made by contact
ing Mr. Cloak or Mr. Schutte.
“ Merchant of Venice’s" popu
lar acceptance and critical ac
claim, such as they m ay be. are
justified by a great deal more
than reverence for The Bard.
Director Eugene Lessor’s inter
pretation ignores the traditional
soft-peddling of the personal re
sponsibility of Shylock for his
“ downfall” and creates a Jew
of Venice who is not a m ar
tyred saint. Lesser and Tumarin’s Shvlock is not culpable be
cause he is a Jew. but because
he degrades and
jeopardizes
himself with a pusillanimity all
his own.
Forthcoming plays in the stu
dent-directed series: March 3-4,
Jean Genet's “ Deathwatch,” di
rected by Peter MacLaurin and
"It's Good to Have a Friend.”
written and directed by Craig
Campbell; March 11-12, Moliere’s
“The Forced Marriage,” directed
by Alice Wild and Christopher
Fry’s “ A Phoenix Too Fre
quent,” directed by Rufus Cadlgan.

T H E C O M M IT T E E on Administration, still grappling
with the open dorms proposals, met again this week in an
effort to reach a concensus on this and other issues.

Hear. . .

Ladies’ and Men’s

PROGRAM

MEN'S TEN N IS and B A SK ET B A LL SHOES

SHOE R E P A I R I N G
D IC K H O F F

Monday thru Friday
1230 on Every Dial
8 to 9 on

rHEAR TßLL «IM 0R 6

CM S

A 'fTZeTtY 0 6 Ÿ W A L.«

WHBY

WESTERN BOOTS
Ruff Outs —

Dingo Boots — Brushed Pigskin
W ater Repellent

JERRY LYMAN SHOE SERVICE
309 W. College Ave.

Across from Penney's & Sears

Boynton Estate Considered
As Site For Alumni Camp
By L A R R Y K U PFE R M A N
Plans are being made for
using the estate, Bjorklunden,
which Mr. and Mrs. Donald S.
Boynton of Evanston,
Illinois
donated to Lawrence in 1962. The
land, situated in Door County,
contains 320 acres of land and
7000 feet of Lake Michigan shore
line.
Bjorklunden is 90 miles north
east of Lawrence, lying just
south of Bailey’s Harbor. The
estate is situated in a cultural
and camping area with state
camping sites, golf courses, a
summer stock theatre, and mu
sic festivals near by.
There have been many sug
gestions for the use of the land
ranging from off campus sum
m er school to retreats. At the
time the grant was announced,
the Board of Trustees said, “ We
regard our first obligation
to
continue the spirit of non-sec
tarian religious insight which Is
so central to the . . . setting/’
The most popular suggestion
to date seems to be an alumni
fam ily cam p modeled after simi
lar camps sponsored by the Uni
versity of California, Stanford,
Brigham Young, and the Uni
versity of Michigan.
The camp will provide cultural
and sporting facilities for its
visitors. The plan also suggests
that the camp m ay provide low
cost recreation for undergraduA preview with comments
and keyboard demonstrations
of his forthcoming all-Ravel
piano program will be given
by Assistant Professor Robert
Below at 10:40 a.m., Thurs
day, Feb. 23, in Harper Hall.

ate families as well as alumni.
Other advantages for such a
camp would be: summer job op
portunities for students; use of
the facilities by the student body
during late fall and early spring;
revenue for use in student finan
cial aid; and development of co
hesiveness among alumni.
The camp would have to be
self-sufficient so as not to tax
the school financially. It would
maintain programs for all age
groups and, as John Rosebush,
director of alumni affairs, said,
“ have something for everybody.”
The faculty participating m ay
give lectures and hold discus
sions and the area itself is well
suited for all camping activities.
At the site, in the northern
corner, the Bovntons have built
six wooden buildings in the style
of fifteenth century Norwegian
architecture. The chapel, lodge
and other smaller buildings are
considered to be some of the
finest examples of this type of
architecture in the United States.
The couple have spent m any
years constructing the buildings
and are well known for their ar
tistic ability. Mrs. Boynton has
written a book, “ Faith Builds a
Chapel,” describing their experi
ences during the construction.
Mr. Boynton died since the
grant was made, but Mrs. Boyn
ton will occupy the estate during
her lifetime.
In a report to the Board of
Trustees, the Committee review
ing the feasibility of such a plan
said. “ The love they (the Boyn
tons) had for Bjorklunden should
be reflected in the use that the
university makes of this gift.”
Development of Bjorklunden is
still in the planning stages.

LITTLE MAN
ON
CAMPUS
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The Philodor Trio will per
form in a benefit concert spon
sored jointly by the Conserva
tory and Pi Kappa Lambda at
8 p.m. Monday, Feb. 27 in Har
per Hall. Tickets are available
at the box office or from any
member of the honorary m u
sic society.

Violators Get
144 Citations
During the period January 2
through February 6, 144 parking
violations were reported to Char
les A. Judge, assistant dean of
men. Ten of the tickets resulted
in fines, totaling $55.
Fifty-one of the tickets were
given to staff members or visit
ors, while seventy tickets were
awarded to “ unidentified cars.”
This means of the 144 tickets giv
en out, 23 of them were issued to
students.
The policy on parking violations
is as follows: the first violation
results in a five dollar fine, the
second a ten dollar fine, and the
third offense entitles the violator
to a private audience with the
assistant dean of men. There is
one reported case of a student
having his car privilege suspend
ed.
Of some consternation to ad
ministration officials are the two
mystery cars that have been re
peatedly appearing in the student
parking area. One of the cars is
registered to a Thorval Tost, Rte.
1. Sturgeon Bay and the other
seemingly belongs to a Ronald
Shubkin, 621 Lake St., Madison.
“ We are writing these addresses
to find out who is parking in our
lot on a regular basis and why,”
says Judge.
Students have the right to ap
peal their parking citations to
Juoge. There were three stu
dents w<ho appealed their Cases
and were subsequently acquitted.
Two of the students had not been
provided with copies of the car
rules, while the third was the
unfortunate victim of a dead bat
tery.
Judge believes the senior car
policy is “ going well” and does
not foresee any problems until
the end of the third term, at
which time all students are allow
ed cars. The great influx of m ot
or vehicles is likely to tax an
already limited parking capacity.

F-A-S-T
Film
Processing
•

Large selection of Portable
Tape Recorders.

sokT heke t e l l s m e y o u p e o p le w e z e s e m m â
FINWJGIALLY INSTRUMENTAL IN HIS (SETTING TW?U O X L ie & f

•

Kodachrome and Ekta
chrome, 1 day service;
Kodacolor, 2 day service

APPLETON HI-FI CENTER

•

Black and White,
Brought in by 9 a.m.,
Ready same day.

Catalog Discount Prices on World Famous

Fisher — Haron Kardon — Kenwood — Sony
323 W . College Ave., ‘ across from Sears,’ 733-7525

FILM C L A S S I C S

presents

The Forty-First
“ Never has a love interlude been presented with such
idyllic tenderness." — N .Y. Times
S U N D A Y , 2 and 7:30 p .m ., S T A N S B U R Y

CONTEM PORARY
GREETING CARDS

ideal photo
222 E. College Ave.

Tarr Tells Position
Of Trustee Board
In a recent interview concern
ing the duties of the Board of
Trustees, President Curtis Tarr
stressed that the board is respon
sible for all actions of the univer
sity, and therefore all important
matters must be referred to it
for vote.
“ The Board of Trustees is a
self-perpetuating body, except for
the trustees elected by the al
um ni,” said Tarr.
By filing a copy of its by-laws
with the state, it is a legally in
corporated body and therefore is
responsible “ to act for the best
interest of the public,” he stated.
The powers which are delegat
ed to the administration and fac
ulty, such as curriculum, counsel
ing and discipline principles as
well as admissions, are all sub
ject to final jurisdiction by the
Board of Trustees, because it is
legally responsible for all official
Lawrence actions.
Tarr emphasized that although
the board does not vote on all un
iversity issues, for example, JBoard decisions, it usually gives
approval through its silence, and
is still ultimately liable for the
act.
Tarr added that although the
importance of the Board of Trus
tees is sometimes not clearly un
derstood, “They have a job, and
they take it seriously.”

ACM Adopts
New Scheme
The Associated Colleges of the
Midwest have announced a pro
cedure by which candidates for
admission may apply to two or
more member colleges by filing
only one application. The plan,
which will be available to candi
dates for admission to college in
the fall of 1968, was announced
at the Midwest Regional Meeting
of the College Entrance E xam ina
tion Board in Chicago.
Under the new plan, a candi
date who wishes to have his ap
plication considered by two or
more of the member colleges ap
plies on a specially oesigned form
to his first choice among m em 
ber colleges. On the form he lists
other member colleges to which
he wishes to have his application
papers sent if he is not accepted
at his first-choice college. A
candidate must file his applica
tion with his first choice college
by January 15, 1968. He will be
notified during the first week in
February whether or not he has
been accepted by this college.
If the candidate is not admitted,
his papers are referred to the al
ternate colleges in the order des
ignated by him. Each of the al
ternate colleges will have three
weeks from the date of receipt
of the application papers in which
to make its decision.
SPR IN G GOLF SCHEDULE
Saturday April 15
Cornell-Ripon-Law. at Cornell
Saturday April 22
Ripon-Knox-Lawrence at Ripon
Wednesday, May 3
Oshkosh ................ at OshkoshSaturday, May 6
Ripon — Varsity, Frosh, home
Tuesday May 9
St. Norbert
.. . at Lawrence
Saturday, May 13
Beloit - Stevens Point
and Lawrence
at Beloit
Friday Saturday, May 19-20
Conference .............. at Ripon
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LE T O N STATE B A N K
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MWC Results
CONFERENCE RESULTS
Cornell
Beloit
Knox
Ripon
Carleton
Monmouth
Lawrence
St. Olaf
Coe
Grinnell

W
7
9
9
7
6
5
4
2
0

L
1
2
3
5
5
6
7
7
9
9

Av.
71.3
73.7
66.0
68.2
64.4
67.2
66.7
68.3
64.0
70.7

OpA
64.6
61.0
61.8
68.0
63.9
70.9
70.2
70.4
73.8
79.8

Games Last Night
Ripon at Carleton
Cornell at Beloit
Lawrence at St. Olaf
Grinnell at Coe
Games Today
Knox at Monmouth
Ripon at St. Olaf, 1:30
Grinnell at Beloit
Lawrence at Carleton, 1:30
Cornell at Coe
Tuesday (Feb. 21)
Knox at Cornell
Monmouth at Grinnell
Results Last Weekend
Lawrence 64, Beloit 63
Beloit 76, Ripon 74
Monmouth 69, St. Olaf 64
Monmouth 56, Carleton 54
Carleton 59, Knox 53
Knox 76, St. Olaf 61
Lawrence 91, Coe 78
Cornell 94, Grinnell 72
Ripon 94, Coe 76
Cornell, Beloit and Knox, each
of which has enjoyed a stint atop
the Midwest Conference, will be
squaring off against one another,
starting with Cornell at Beloit
last night.
With the 18-game round-robin
season past the halfway mark,
the three league-leaders are sep
arated by only two games in the
vital “ loss” column. Ripon and
Carleton, in a virtual tie for
fourth, could move up when the
leaders start their internecine
warfare.
Friday's game will be the first
meeting of the season between Be
loit and Cornell. Knox, which de
feated both Cornell and Beloit
earlier, will be at Cornell Tues
day, Feb. 21. Action between the
leaders also has Beloit at Knox
a week from Saturday, Feb. 25.
Two second division teams
helped confound the standings
last week. Lawrence upset Be
loit, 64-63, with the winning free
throw coming with three seconds
left. Monmouth won two outings
to move within a game of a first
division berth.
J im Jones of Beloit held onto
first place in the Midwest Con
ference individual scoring race,
according to cumulative statistics
released Tuesday. However, Char
les Grover of St. Olaf produced
the season’s top single game ef
fort with 32 points against Mon
mouth.
Jones is averaging 19.7 points
while Grover is No. 2 at 18.4.
Cornell’s Bob Bishop made his
first appearance in the top 10,
jum ping from 15th place to sev
enth on a 15.1 average.

SPRIN G BASEBALL Schedule
Tuesday April 11
St. Norbert (1) ............ Away
Saturday, April 15
Lakeland (2) .............. Home
Tuesday April 18
Milton (2) .................
Away
Saturday, April 22
Carleton (2) .......
Home
Wednesday, April 26
Ripon (2) ...................... Away
Wednesday, May 3
Carroll
........................ Home
Saturday, May 6
St. Olaf (2) ...............
Home
Wednesday May 10
Northwestern .............. Away
Saturday May 13
Beloit (2)
...............
Away
Saturday, May 20 Conference

St. Olaf Crushes Hockey;
Vikes Lead Appleton League
The Viking Hockey Club lost
twice to a powerful St. Olaf
team. Friday night. Februarv 3,
the two teams opposed each other
in Appleton’s Jones Park. The
Vikes held the Oles scoreless for
most of the first period even
though the action was in the
Lawrence end of the rink. F i
nally Julians and Anderson hit
the nets for St. Olaf and the per
iod ended before the Vikes
could score.
The second period was the high
scoring one for St. Olaf as they
picked up five points. Viking
forward Winsor Whitton, play
ing with John Grandin and Todd
Ilarrstick, scored on a well
placed shot that went between
the goalie’s skates.

T H E L A W R E N C E varsity wrestling team, hosts for this weekend’s invtational meet,
are (left to right), rear, Bill Baird, Jerry Clifford, Gar Kellom, Rich Agness, Miles Turn
er, Rod Kjelstrup, Gerry Gatzke, and front, Oliver W ood, Bill Perlman, Harvey Takemoto, Dave Toycen, Jerry Nightingale, and Mark Hoskins.

Wrestlers Host Invitational
Following Pair Of Losses
Injuries Bother
Vike Grapplers
The Lawrence wrestling squad
is hosting six teams for the first
annual
Lawrence
Invitational
wrestling tournament this week
end at Alexander Gym.
Wrestlers from the Milwaukee
Institute of Technology, North
land College, Carroll College, St.
Narbert College, the University of
Chicago and Lawrence will com
pete in the meet. Scheduling prob
lems prevented all of the private
schools in Wisconsin from getting
into the tourney.
The preliminary round of m at
ches was held at 7 p.m. last night
at the gym. Today the second
round and wrestle backs are at
10 a.m . The finals and consola
tion matches will be at 4 p.m.
Roberts has indicated that in
jury problems are still hampering
his squad. Injuries have bothered
the Vikes since early in the cam
paign, and Roberts is hoping that
the invitational will round the
squad into shape for the upcom
ing Midwest Conference meet
March 3 and 4.
Last Saturday, Feb. 11, the
Vikes were defeated by both
Knox and Monmouth. Both m at
ches were lost by one point; Law
rence 23-Monmouth 24 and Law
rence 18-Knox 19. The Vikes had
to forfeit both the 115 pound and
130 pound bouts to both oppon
ents.
A few individual wrestlers made
outstanding showings; four were
double winners. Harvey Takemoto (137) received a forfeit
from Knox and defeated his Mon

mouth opponent 5-2. Jerry Cliff
ord (145) defeated his Knox op
ponent 3-1 and received a forfeit
from Monmouth.
Jerry Nightingale (152) captur
ed a dual win with a pin against
Knox in 1:30, and he defeated
his Monmouth opponent 15-0. Gar
Kellom (167) defeated his Knox
wrestler 5-0 and his Monmouth
opponent 3-0.
Saturday, Feb. 4, Ripon defeat
ed Lawrence 22-17 at Ripon. R ip
on forfeited the freshman match
by producing only five freshman
wrestlers.
The Ripon varsity team got off
to a fast start by winning both
the 115 and 123 weight classes
against Oliver Wood and Bill
Pearlman, who are both first-year
wrestlers.
Harvey Takemoto (130) lost by
fall. Dave Toycen (137) injured
his knee and was forced to for
feit to his Ripon opponent. The
Vikes needed a few pins to get
back in the match, but Jerry
Nightingale failed to get a needed
pin, though he won by a 4-0 de
cision.
In the next match, previously
undefeated Vike wrestler, Jerry
Clifford lost by points to his R ip

HUNTING
F O E A G IF T ?
Check the enticing array
at Pah-low’s, choose from
over 5000 items.
Of course, we gift wrap F R E E
of ChargeI

Pah-low's
Luggage-Gifts-Leather Goods
Downtown Appleton

The OUTAGAMIE COUNTY BANK
"Appleton's Most Convenient Bonk"

Member FDIC

RENEITA ART CENTRE

The match was lost as the only
remaining Lawrence wrestler to
pin his opponent was heavyweight
Gerry Gatzke, Gar Kellom and
Captain Rich Agness both won
their matches on point decisions.

SPRING TRACK SCHEDULE
Friday, March 3
Chicago U. Conf. Indoor, Away
Saturday, April 1
Wis. Track and Field Meet
Madison
Saturday, April 15
Knox .............................. Away
Thursday, April 20
Beloit
Away
Saturday, April 22
Ripon, Varsity. Frosh, Home
Wednesday, April 26
Lakeland-Mich. Tech .. Home
Saturday, April 29
Quad. (Ripon-OshkoshStevens Point) ............ Home
Friday, May 5
Cornell
Home
Saturday, May 6
Beloit Relays — Varsity
and Frosh ..................... Away
Tuesday, May 9
Carroll .......................... Home
Saturday, May 13
Oshkosh, Marquette
Lawrence ............ Milwaukee
Saturday, May 13
Milwaukee Track Club
Lawrence Frosh ............ Home
Friday, Saturday, May 19-20
Midwest Conference Meet,
Home

Art Supplies - Art Books - Framing
734-3272

The Lawrence skaters were not
to be discouraged In the slight
est and journeyed to TTie Brown
County Arena in Green Bay the
following day to face St. Olaf
again. In spite of the slightly
larger rink and unfam iliar sur
roundings the Vikings bettered
their performance of the night
before. The first period saw the
Oles score only once and that
was in the final minutes.
The Vikes had worked over
their offense and defense be
fore the game and were preIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIII

St. Olaf let loose a barrage in
the second period that gave them
4 goals. The third period was the
Vikes best as they started to
look more like a team. Larry
Newman, skating with Captain
Pete Nash and Chuck Porter,
scored Lawrence’s only goal.
The Oles hit the nets twice
however to make the final score
7-1.
Although the score was
again high the Vikes turned in
a better performance.
If the
team could get the type of oppo
sition in Appleton that St. Olaf
offered Lawrence would be In a
much better position to face St.
Olaf.
Freshman
dofenseman
Alex
Meloy turned in a fine perform
ance both nights in spite of his
second period penalties In Green
Bay for boarding and hooking.
Another up and coming player
is sophomore David P. Brown
who did heroic work relieving
players from the two forward
lines; St. Olaf generally played
three full lines.
Back in the Appleton league
the Vikes whipped Little Chute
11-3. After St. Olaf these players
were a pushover and almost
everyone scored. Nash led with
5 goals followed by Newman
with 2. Gardner Meloy. Porter
and Haarstick each got 1 goal.

SPRIN G TENNIS SCHEDULE
Tuesday, April 4
Beloit — Frosh .. ....... Away
Friday, April 14
Away
Cornell ........................
Saturday, April 15
Grinnell ......................... Away
Wednesday, April 19
Ripon — Frosh ............ Away
Saturday, April 22
Knox
....................... Home
Monmouth ................... Home
Saturday, April 29
Carleton ....................... Home
St. Olaf ...................... Home
Wednesday, May 3
Ripon, varsity and frosh, home
Friday, May 5
Lawrence Invitational . Home
Saturday, May 6
Lawrence Invitational . Home
Wednesday, May 10
Beloit .............................. Away
Friday, Saturday, May 19-20
Conference at Lawrence
(Ripon host) ................ Home
Friday, Saturday, June 8-11
NCAA Small College Tennis

See O ur
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10c DISCOUNT
on Any Sandwich

BIG "POOR BOYS" or
" H E R O S " ................85c
Big Beef Burger
35c
Kosher Corned Beef 95c
17 other Good Sandwiches

Open 11:00 a.m. - 2 a m.
Tuesday thru Saturday
Mondays: 11:00 to 8:00
Closed Sundays

Chuck Wagon
317 W est College
across from Sears

We Roll DoughÌr
Sammy's Pizza Palace
Don't Hedge!

Treasure Box
Gift Shop

CLIFF’S BARBER SHOP

313 E. College Ave.

I

Clip ThU Ad for a

For Distinctive
Merchandise

We weicome you to come in
browse around.

— Exclusively Art —
606-608 N. La we

on opponent. By this time the
Vikes were severely behind in
match points.
Defeat looked possible, if not
imminent. The Lawrence team
needed to win the remaining m at
ches by fall if they were to win
the match.

It was Lawrence’s only goal.
The Oles scored three more In
the last period to trounce the
Vikes 10-1. Goalie Steve Good
plaved his best game to date
m aking 61 saves while the St.
Olaf netmen only had an oppor
tunity to save 11.

pared for what St. Olaf had to
offer. Defensemen Jeff Gardner,
I* e Sternal,
Bruce Campbell,
Alex Meloy and Jeff Riley were
better able to counter the Oles’
offense. The Viking offense saw
little improvement as the Oles
goalie was credited with only six
saves whereas Good saved 39.

visit

now located at
115 W . W A S H IN G T O N
f2nd floor back oi Prange’s Parking Ram p)
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Viking Cagers Crush Coe;
Then Slip Past Beloit Bucs
Viking Record Now
Rests 5-7 in MWC
Lawrence’s
basketball
team
emerged a double winner from
last weekend’s two games, crush
ing Coe, 91-78, before slipping
past Beloit, 64-63. The two vic
tories brought Lawrence’s Mid
west Conference m ark to 5-7,
while
they
evened the Vikes
overall record at 8-8.
Schultz Scores Six
The Vikings used a hot hand
from the free throw line and a
dominance of the boards to score
their second win over the Kohawks this season. They raced
to an early 15-4 lead, and were
never really challenged again.
Coe managed to close the gap
to nine, 29-20, but the Vikes’
Dick Schultz then scored six
straight points to shoot Law
rence back into a comfortable
lead.
The Kohawks tried to over
come the 49-34 halftime deficit

Oshkosh Downs
Vike Swimmers
With the season entering its
final stages, the Lawrence swim
team is out to salvage some wins
from a year that has been m ark
ed by fine individual efforts but
little team success.
In their last meet, the Vikes
lost to Oshkosh by the lopsided
count of 70-34. Captain Pete
House took two events, setting
pool records in both the 50 and
100-yard freestyle.
Toe Mitchell swam the 1000yard freestyle in 12:09.4, a pool
and Lawrence varsity record,
while also winning the 200-yard
fly with a time of 2:35.5.
Making his best showing of the
yoar was John Sanders in the
200-yard individual medley, but it
was only good enough for second
place, as Oshkosh’s Tom Effing
ham took first with a time of
2:24.2. Indicative of the superior
ity of the Oshkosh squad is the
fact that they copped 8 firsts to
Lawrence’s 4.
Lack Depth
The Vikes’ m ain problem this
year has been an obvious lack of
depth. The swimmers have been
breaking records (many of them
their own) all year, but back-up
men are needed to take the sec
onds and thirds which can so
often prove decisive in close
meets.
The meet with Stevens Point
this afternoon should be decided
by this very factor. The opposi
tion is known as one of the strong
er all-around teams, and has
beaten Oshkosh this season.
Two swimmers by the names
of Simkins and Gelwiks should
prove to be especially tough in
their events. This meet also
marks the last home contest this
season, and the last appearance
of senior John Isaac on the Law
rence team.
Last Home Meet
John was one of a squad of fif
teen swimmers his freshman
year and is now the only rep
resentative of that team remain
ing.
Also working his last meet will
be manager Percy Smerek, who
has worked with the swimmers
for four years, including the con
ference championship year of
1964. According to Coach Gene
Davis, Smerek has been “ more
than just a manager.”
The meet will begin at 1:30
this afternoon at the pool in Alex
ander Gym.

with a zone press, but the Vik
ings, making the most of their
height advantage, were able to
penetrate the press with little
difficulty.
They maintained a
16 to 20 point lead throughout all
of the second half.
Coach Clyde Rusk used all 11
of his Vikings in the game, and
they all scored. Schultz and Mike
Andrews led the scoring with 21
points apiece, while Dave Holzworth came off the bench and
dumped in three quick baskets to
lead the reserves with six points.
The Vikes were far from spec
tacular from the floor, as they
hit only 32 of the 90 shots they
took, for 35.6%, but from the
charity strip they netted a nifty
77% of their shots, including 14
in succession in the first half.
The Kohawks’ aim was a bit
better from the floor, as they hit
on 27 of 69 (39%), and a bit
shakier
(24 of 35, for 68.5%)
from the foul line.
Beloit went into Saturday’s
game with a 9-1 conference, and
13-1 season record, and a 83-58
triumph over Lawrence earlier
in the season, but the Vikings
were apparently unimpressed, as
they bumped the Bucs out of
first place with a 64-63 victory.
Lawrence jumped off to an
early lead of 11-4. and led again
by seven at 20-13. The Bucs m an
aged to close to within 2. 38-36,
at the intermission, however;
and they poured in six straight
at the start of the second half to
take a 42-38 lead, which they then
slowly stretched to 54-47, with
12:44 remaining.
Score Tied
The Vikings refused to fold,
though, and, using a quick ag
gressive defense, they came back
to tie the score at 56-56.
The Vikes and the Bucs then
traded a pair of buckets before
the Vikings took the lead for
good on a pair of free throws by
Steve Simon. The Bucs’ Kit Jones
responded by m aking one of two
free throws to cut the m argin to
one, but Andrews was fouled
with 1:25 remaining, and his one
gift shot increased it to two
again.
Phil Wolley then tipped a re
bound in for the Bucs to knot the
contest at 63 all with 39 seconds
left. Lawrence quickly called a
time out. and then brought the
ball down court to work for a
jum p shot and was hacked on
the arm by Wolley. After miss
ing his
first attempt, Simon
dropped the second one through,
and the Vikes had a well earned
victory.
Vikes Hit 47%
Beloit’s J im Jones led all scor
ers with 21 points while Schultz
led the Vikes with 19. Brad
Childs added 15, and Simon fin
ished the game with 13 points.
Lawrence shot 47% (21 of 45),
while the Bucs hit on 44% (27
of 61) of their shots. The Vik

ings’ winning margin came at
the free-throw line, as they drop
ped in 22 of 29, while Beloit
made nine of 12.
Coach Rusk praised the Vik
ings’ performance very highly,
pointing out that it was, above
all, a team effort. He said that
the two wins had given a tre
mendous boost to the Vikes’ spir
its, and that he hoped they could
maintain their momentum.
Lawrence travels to Northfield, Minnesota, this weekend to
meet Carleton and St. Olaf.

T H E S W IM M IN G T E A M faces Stevens Point today at
1 :30 for their last home meet.

SIDELINE

HIGHLIGHTS

By R O D C L A R K

Phi Delts Capture
IF Basketball Title
The Phi Delts wrapped up an
other IF basketball title last
Tuesday by whipping the Betas
62-52. In other action the Delts
walked all over the Taus, and the
Sig Eps edged the Fijis. With
only one game left to be played,
the only thing still to be settled
is the second place fight between
the Delts and the Betas.
The Phis jumped off to an early
lead and then coasted to victory
as the Betas were never able to
mount a sustained offense in a
raggedly played game. Mark Hilgendorf paced a balanced Phi at
tack with 18 points while Rod
Clark flipped in 21 for the Betas.
The Delts swamped the Taus in
the second game of the night by
the score of 66-28. The Delts sim
ply overpowered the hapless Taus
and scored almost at will. Ed
Felhofer poured in a season’s
record of 27 points, receiving as
sistance from Bill Benowicz with
14 points and Paul Recht with 15.
In the nightcap the Sig Eps
turned back the Fijis in the last
four minutes, winning 36-31. Greg
Wille of the F ijis took game hon
ors with 14 but Bob Uhe hit 12
and Fred Kolb 10 to shove the
losers deeper into last place.
•

•

•

STANDINGS
Basketball
Phi Delts . ... 9
Delts ........
.. 7
.. 6
4
Sig Eps ..
... 1
Taus ..........
0
• • •
Handball
. 12
8
Phis ..........
.. 4
Sig Eps
O
Taus ..........
• •

... 2
0
•

Ping Pong
16
..........
. 14
. 11
. 11
.. 3
Sig Eps ..
... 4
F ijis

0
2
3
5
8
9

0
0
4
6
6
12

4
6
9
9
12
16

Looks like nothing too spectacular from this corner
again this week; just a few amendments to what was said a
few weeks ago about the Lawrence athletic teams. The
seasons are more than half over and an appraisal is in order.
The Lawrence basketball team continues to puzzle
everyone who sees it play, even a certain percentage of the
opponents. The Vikes have, twice this year, met the league
leading team and defeated it. Yet they have had trouble
“getting up” for some less important games. It now seems
that Lawrence has, man for man, a team which will com
pare favorably with any team in the Midwest Conference.
The only difference is that the Vikes have been inconsistent
in how much of their individual ability they put out on any
given night. Let us hope that the two good (very good)
games Lawrence played last week-end represent a trend
toward greater consistency. This week-end should tell all.
The Lawrence swimmers have been having a less than
spectacular dual-meet season. The tankers lack the depth
to have a really strong dual-meet record. They are now
2-4-1 and have lost three of those meets on the freestyle
relay. There is a chance that the Vikes’ record may be im 
proved. Two weeks ago, Lawrence lost a dual meet to
Beloit on a technicality. Although a Beloit swimmer clear
ly jumped on a relay, there was no turn judge, and so. offi
cially, a jum p could not be called. This rule is not usually
enforced in dual meets, and Lawrence had tied a meet with
the University of Chicago because a Lawrence swimmer
missed a turn. There was no judge there either and Law 
rence should, depending on how the N C A A rules, pick up
a win somewhere. The Vikes are strong individually and
should do well in the conference meet. M y apologies to
Gene Davis; space did not permit us to print that feature
in last week’s paper. You would have loved it, Coach.
The Lawrence wrestling team has been having its
troubles, too. The Vikes are not nearly as deep as they
were a year ago; and as a result, injuries and forfeits have
held their dual-meet record down to a minimum. This
week-end should be a chance for the Vikes to show how
good they are in a tournament, where individual strength
counts more than team depth. Coach Ron Roberts has set
up the Lawrence Invitational as a tune up for the conference
meet which comes up in a couple of weeks.
This week-end should give all those interested an excel
lent idea exactly how good the Lawrence wrestling and
basketball teams are. Both have shown promise but have
had excuses. No more.

We're Bushwackers
...A nd Proud of It
OR V ’ S B A R B E R SHOP
108 South Oneida Street
Across from the Zuelke Building

George Washington Slept Here!
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MOTOR HOTEL

TELEPHONE REGENT 4 2611
AREA CODE 414

“PILLS W THINGS”
204 East College Avenue

Immediate Confirmation of Reservations

See MARY PROCTOR, our Campus Representative
or call for reservations at 4-2611

